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Abstract:  

This paper describes FMSClusterFinder, a new tool and algorithm for identification and 

detection of clusters of sequential blocks inside the DNA and RNA subject sequences. Gene 

expression and genomic groups' performance is under the control of functional elements 

cooperating with each other as clusters. The functional motifs or blocks are often comparably 

short, degenerate and are located within varying distances from each other. Since functional 

motifs mostly act in relation to each other as clusters, finding such clusters of blocks is an 

effective approach to identify functional groups and their function and structure, which 

represents the need for development of new corresponding tools. 

The presented web application finds clusters of sequential blocks, with even altering 

sequences and located in varying distances from each other inside the subject sequences, 

simultaneously. Additionally, the blocks could be searched with user defined constant or 

varying characteristics such as: a) different levels of similarity, b) varying minimum number 

of blocks required to build up the query cluster, c) different types of sequence (degenerate or 

standard) and d) one or multiple alternative sequences for each block. FMSClusterFinder is 

available freely at http://fmsclusterfinder.fmsbiog.com. 
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Introduction: 

The functional cis-acting elements build up the genome performance basis, which is raised 

from interaction of cis and trans-acting groups. Accordingly, predicting functional features of 

the genome beyond protein coding regions has received increasing attention as sequencing of 

genomes becomes widespread (Ian Dunham et al. 2012; Yue et al. 2014). The discovery of 

binding patterns in DNA, RNA and protein has led to determination of many functional sites 

such as open reading frames, promoter elements of genes, enhancers, silencers, intron/exon 

splicing sites, location of RNA degradation signals, etc. For instance, transcription rate of the 
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genes is tuned by transcription factors (TF), which are the most important regulators of gene 

expression and act as trans elements by binding to promoters and different DNA segments 

(Chen and Rajewsky 2007). Accordingly, they are one of the key factors in development, 

differentiation, cell type maintenance and cell signalling pathways including immune 

responses (Davidson and Erwin 2006; Fong and Tapscott 2013; Lee and Young 2013; Singh 

et al. 2014).   

Besides transcription factors, enhancers and silencers are cis acting transcription regulatory 

regions, which have fundamental role in gene expression by recruiting and binding to gene 

controlling machinery. Transcription enhancers and silencers provide binding sites for DNA 

binding domain of TFs (Berman et al. 2002; Shrinivas et al. 2019). These elements are 

composed of related motifs as clusters and could be detected by searching for the related 

clusters in the DNA sequence (Frith et al. 2002; Frith et al. 2003; Cha and Zhou 2014). These 

clusters are scattered inside the genome.  

Riboswitches are one example of gene expression regulatory elements which include clusters 

of functional motifs in their sequence (Mandal and Breaker 2004; Garst et al. 2011). We have 

previously reported different riboswitches family-specific sequential blocks, scattered inside 

the mRNA untranslated regions (UTRs) with varying locations from each other using a block 

finding algorithm. (Golabi et al. 2018; Golabi et al. 2020b; Golabi et al. 2020a). Similar to 

other conserved sequence motifs, the riboswitches’ family-specific conserved blocks are 

small DNA fragments and have almost constant size with some alterations, distributed with 

varying distances from each other inside the DNA. Therefore, development of new tools for 

detection of groups or clusters of multiple segments with altering features will be a great 

help. The found clusters could be binding locations for TFs, riboswitches, suppressors and 

enhancers, etc., which eventually contributes in determining functional elements and genome 

structure. 

In this paper, we describe a new algorithm and the related web application called 

FMSClusterFinder, developed for searching clusters of specified functional blocks, with user-

defined conditions, in DNA, RNA or protein sequences. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Cluster finding strategy: 
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This algorithm utilizes the query blocks’ sequences, by considering all the outlined 

conditions, to determine the maximal clusters present in the subject sequence which fulfil the 

defined conditions. If the features of the cluster fall within the specified thresholds, the found 

motifs are displayed as a consequent cluster. 

FMSClusterFinder is implemented as a web-based software interface. The core program is 

written in Python. Input and output stream of the data are handled by PHP. Additionally, the 

website has been designed using HTML and CSS. Also, JavaScript is used to add more 

functionality to the website. FMSClusterFinder is designed to help researchers to investigate 

genomic contents based on their functional regions. FMSClusterFinder can be accessed freely 

at http://fmsclusterfinder.fmsbiog.com. 

Terms and parameters:  

• Subject Sequence: the input sequence (DNA, RNA or protein) entered by the user in 

FASTA format. 

• Query Blocks Sequence: one or more motifs which form the cluster with defined 

minimum and maximum distances between every two proceeding blocks. The query 

block sequence can be entered in standard and degenerate patterns or have multiple 

formats. 

• Distance to the Next Block: the number of nucleotides/amino acids after the end of 

one block to the start of the next block is considered as the distance to the next block. 

• Similarity Percent: the minimum percent of similarity for any block with the detected 

motif inside the subject sequence.  

• Minimum number of blocks to be present: threshold of the number of necessary 

blocks to form the proposed cluster.  

Algorithm evaluation: 

In other to investigate the functionality of FMSClusterFinder program, we worked with a 

large number of subject sequences in various conditions. Herein, we report the application of 

the developed program on 120,000 nucleotides (1-120,000) of Janibacter sp. HTCC2649 

1099316001545 whole genome shotgun sequence, with Genebank accession number of 

AAMN01000002.1, as a subject sequence example. The sequence contains two SAM-IV 

riboswitches in its 4575-4686 and 91115-91229 locations according to Rfam (Kalvari et al. 

2017; Kalvari et al. 2018). In a previous study analysing SAM-IV riboswitch family blocks 
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(with 3 and more nucleotides), we identified 5 blocks consisting of UCA, GAG, CAG, 

GCUGG and CGGCAACC motifs (Golabi et al. 2020a). In order to find the possible 

presence of SAM-IV five motifs cluster inside the Janibacter sp. whole genome, we entered 

the sequences of query blocks and set the required parameters as needed. 

Moreover, to examine the accuracy of the program performance, the subject sequence was 

modified as follows: a) one or more additional clusters were inserted into the sequence, b) 

one or more clusters were removed from the sequence, c) one block from one of the detected 

clusters inside the subject sequence was removed, d) the nucleotide sequence of one of the 

detected blocks inside the subject sequence was changed, and e) the order of the blocks inside 

the detected clusters was changed.     

 

Results 

The algorithm features and functionality: 

The developed "Cluster Finder" algorithm is able to detect clusters of sequential blocks 

(query blocks) inside a DNA, RNA and protein sequence of interest. This algorithm has the 

following features and potentials in finding the proposed clusters:  

• The user can input a cluster of sequential blocks to be searched for inside the subject 

sequence. 

• Any cluster consists of multiple sequential blocks. Searching for one single block is 

also possible.  

• Any query block’s sequence can be defined in standard (e.g. AAGUC) or degenerate 

(e.g. CAMT) format.  

• In addition to degenerate format, multiple formats for the blocks can also be specified. 

For instance, for a block composed of 5 nucleotides, the user can state three 

alternatives as ACCGU-ACGCU-ACGGU meaning that the block can be in one of 

these 3 formats. The specified multiple formats are different from degenerate format 

of ACSSU. ACSSU refers to 4 blocks of ACCCU, ACCGU, ACGCU and ACGGU, 

while the mentioned multiple formats include only three formats. Therefore, the 

algorithm provides the possibility of defining the blocks in standard, degenerate and 

multiple formats.   
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• The desired distance between the blocks could be either a constant or varying number 

of nucleotides. For instance, one can ask to search for 3 blocks with the following 

distances:  

- distance between blocks 1 and 2: 15 nucleotides 

- distance between blocks 2 and 3: 14-22 nucleotides. 

So, the detected cluster should be with the following arrangement: 

Block 1 � (15 nucleotides) � Block 2 � (14-22 nucleotides) � Block 3 

Therefore, the presence of the three blocks located within the defined ranges will be 

considered as a cluster. 

• The boxes of “query blocks sequence” and “distance to the next block” are draggable 

and the order of the blocks could be readjusted. 

• The minimum acceptable number of blocks out of total number of query blocks can 

be verified. For instance, the user can enter 5 query blocks and then define that 

presence of at least 3 blocks to form the cluster is acceptable. 

• The similarity percentage (similarity percent) for each query block can also be stated. 

For instance, for the block of “ACG”, if the user defines 66% as the similarity 

percent, it means the presence of at least 66% of the sequence nucleotides of ‘ACG’ is 

acceptable. Therefore, the presence of 2 nucleotides out of 3 nucleotides within the 

sequence will be acceptable and consequently ‘AC’, ‘CG’ and ‘ANG’ segments inside 

the query sequence will be considered as the block. The similarity percent for each 

block is defined individually.  

• Moreover, this algorithm can search for many motifs individually, without 

considering them as a cluster. In this case the blocks are entered in any order and their 

minimum and maximum distances should be set to zero and the minimum number of 

the acceptable blocks is stated as 1. 

An example: 

As mentioned, we used FMSClusterFinder to detect the presence of SAM-IV five motifs 

cluster inside the Janibacter sp. whole genome, we entered the sequences of 5 query blocks 

including UCA, GAG, CAG, GCUGG and CGGCAACC motifs and set similarity percent for 
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all blocks as 100, meaning that the sequence of the found blocks inside the subject sequence 

should be 100% identical with the query blocks sequence. The minimum and maximum 

distances between every two adjacent blocks were defined as: blocks 1 and 2, 0-5 

nucleotides; blocks 2 and 3, 0-7 nucleotides; blocks 3 and 4, 12-20 nucleotides; blocks 4 and 

5, 0-5 nucleotides. As mentioned earlier, the distance between two blocks in 

FMSClusterFinder is measured between the last nucleotide of the one block and the first 

nucleotide of the next block. The minimum number of the blocks to form a cluster is also 

defined as 5, meaning that all the query blocks should be present within the specified 

distances so that the cluster can be acceptable as a SAM-IV riboswitch related cluster.  

 

Fig.1 FMSClusterFinder input page. 

Fig. 1 shows the FMSClusterFinder web application display after insertion of input data 

including: Janibacter sp. whole genome as the subject sequence, 5 query blocks, minimum 

and maximum distances of any two proceeding blocks, the similarity percent and minimum 

number of the blocks thresholds.  

As seen in the results page (Fig. 2, Supplementary File S1), the algorithm confirmed the 

presence of three clusters. The found clusters contained all 5 entered query blocks within the 

pre-defined range of distance (5 of 5 blocks found). The first detected cluster starts at location 

4577 and ends at 4619. This corresponds to the SAM-IV riboswitch related to locations 4575-

4686. The second detected cluster starts at location 91117 and ends at 91159, which 

corresponds to the SAM-IV riboswitch related to locations 91115-91229. These results 
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confirm the performance of the algorithm. As seen, the FMSClusterFinder outputs are in 

accordance with Rfam data (20, 21). The third cluster (containing/composing SAM-IV 

riboswitch blocks with three and longer nucleotides as defined in input data) is also detected 

at locations 104084 to 104126. By clicking on each result, additional information related to 

the cluster such as the exact locations of the detected motifs is shown. The results page also 

shows the number of finalized clusters and the execution time. 

 

Fig. 2 FMSClusterFinder results page. 

Moreover, manipulation of the subject sequence by addition or removal of one or more 

clusters inside and the subject sequence showed that the number of the detected clusters is 

increased and decreased by insertion or deletion of the clusters, respectively. As explained in 

materials and methods section, the program performance was also evaluated by removing the 

blocks, changing one block's nucleotide sequence and also altering the order of the blocks 

inside the subject sequence. The results demonstrated that the number of the detected clusters 

was decreased according to any of the mentioned modifications accordingly. All the 

observations confirmed the accuracy of the developed program function. 
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Discussion 

The discovery of genomic functional features has raised interest in prediction and 

determination of functional sites in DNA and RNA sequences. Since most of these functional 

areas consist of clusters of specific motifs, bioinformatics tools to detect such clusters based 

on their characteristics are needed.  

We designed an algorithm for detection of clusters consisting various arrangements of query 

blocks in subject sequences of DNA, RNA or protein. Any number of succeeding blocks can 

be defined by the user with any desired lengths, conservation (similarity) percentage and the 

blocks’ sequence could be addressed in standard, degenerate or multiple formats. Meanwhile, 

various blocks could be searched independently as individual motifs or in association with 

each other. When a cluster of blocks is searched, the minimum and maximum distances 

between each two following blocks in the cluster can be stated. Furthermore, a minimum 

number of occurrences for the blocks out of all entered query blocks can be specified. The 

FMSClusterFinder web application representing the designed algorithm, is a user-friendly 

application with rapid execution. It is also free to use and requires no sign-in, download or 

installation.  
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